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V2 VAPES & E-CIG COUPONS
Save More @ V2.com : America's Favorite Name in Vaping
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V2 EX E-CIGS & V2 PRO
SERIES 3-IN-1  VAPE PENS -
SETTING THE STANDARD

V2 IS A HIGHLY REGARDED USA VAPING BRAND,
CREATED BY EX-SMOKERS FOR SMOKERS.

-ey are consistently one of the top rated in E-Cigarette and Vape

reviews. -ese reviews highlight the affordability, great discounts,

E-Cigarette coupons offered, and excellent products.

One E-Cigarette  that

it was cheaper than two cartons of traditional tobacco cigarettes. Other

highlights of the brand include, a wide variety of Eliquids, excellent taste,

nice vapor, and great coupons.

review noted that V2 Cigs was so reasonably priced



AN ON THE SPOT DISCOUNT
UP TO 15% CAN BE HAD
THROUGH V2 CIGS COUPON

Getting Started Product Overview

05:49



CODE EVAPE15

When you want to cut down your expenses on v2 starter kits or when

you wish to buy V2 Flavor Cartridge ReNlls. ,you can bookmark us and

enjoy a 10% discount by using the v2 cigs coupon code easily.

even though this may be your Nrst order no matter if is big or small; you

can avail this offer anytime and the size of the order is not a matter. -is

site tells you how you can use the 10% V2Coupon Code provided by us

in just a moment by merely pushing a button. It is instantaneous action

and you need not waste any time.

You save money, at the same time get educated about e cigarettes in

general and about the speci7c ace qualities of V2 Cigs, =is will let

you make the most of your e cigarette vaping. E cigarettes and V2 Cigs

are a revolutionary and marvelous invention of this age which help

maintain the health of many across America and all over the globe.



WHY THEN CHOOSE TO VAPE
V2 CIGS E-CIGS AND VAPE
PENS?

Many smokers Nnd it to be easy to replace the nicotine from traditional

cigarettes, but very difficult to replace the habit or ritual of smoking.

V2 Cigs are designed to very accurately simulate that ritual, and it



makes the transition from traditional cigarettes to electronic
cigarettes extremely simple.

V2 Cigs offers a choice between automatic and manual batteries.

Automatic batteries further simulate traditional cigarettes. As the

E-cigarette is puffed, the atomizer is activated and vapor is produced.

Manual batteries have a small button that activates the atomization

process when pressed. -e manual battery allows for more heating of the

liquid before puffing.



VAPING AND V2CIGS -  A
COMPELLING CHOICE

Smoking tobacco products has lost most of the social acceptance it

used to enjoy. Public spaces, restaurants, and now even bars, have

V2 Cigs 2015 Review on V2 EX and V2 Pro Series 3 Vape Pen



banned tobacco smoking. -is trend is likely to continue. -is is the

result of legal efforts to protect non-smokers from the dangers of passive

smoke from burning tobacco cigarettes.

Traditional cigarettes pose even greater health concerns to the

smoker. -e toxins from  and the chemicals added by

cigarette manufacturers are harmful to the lungs, heart and other organs.

To discourage the use of traditional tobacco products, law makers have

imposed hefty taxes. -is has greatly increased the price of cigarettes and

other tobacco related products. Many smokers have started looking for an

alternative to traditional tobacco cigarettes.

ELECTRONIC CIGARETTES, OR E-CIGARETTES, ARE A
GREAT SOLUTION.

-ey are able to solve many of the problems of traditional cigarettes by

delivering nicotine without burning tobacco. is instead

delivered through a mist created by heating a liquid nicotine solution and

turning it into vapor. -e vapor is inhaled and the nicotine is absorbed

tobacco pesticides

Nicotine 



through the lungs, just like traditional cigarettes.

However, since no tobacco was burned in the process, no carbon

monoxide or tar are inhaled. Carbon monoxide and tar are the two

culprits that make traditional cigarettes so unhealthy. In addition to

being smoke free, E-cigarettes are ash free and (nasty) odor free.

E-cigarettes do not produce “smoke breath” or smelly clothes like

traditional cigarettes do. Also, there are no cigarette butts to dispose of

and no risk of Nre from disposing of lit cigarettes. E-cigarettes are a

compact and portable device comprised of a cartridge, an atomizer and a

battery.

-e cartridge usually serves as both the mouthpiece through which the

vapor is inhaled and the tank where the liquid nicotine solution is stored.

-e atomizer is a small coil that makes contact with both the battery and

the liquid nicotine solution.



When current enters from the battery, the atomizer creates resistance.

-is resistance generates heat, which vaporizes the liquid nicotine

solution. -e vapor is then inhaled and the nicotine delivered. -e liquid

nicotine solution ( ) is generally comprised of

four ingredients.

Je Krst two are propylene glycol and vegetable glycerin. Both

ingredients are recognized as safe by the 

. Propylene glycol is a common food preservative, and

vegetable glycerin is commonly used in both packaged foods and various

medicines. -ey serve as the base for Eliquid because the other

ingredients will easily dissolve into them and they can be vaporized.

-e third ingredient is liquid nicotine. -is can come in many different

strengths, depending on the preferences of the smoker. -e nicotine can

be left out entirely if one only wishes to simulate the act of smoking

without the delivery of nicotine. -e Nnal ingredient is the \avoring.

ELIQUID CAN COME IN A VARIETY OF FLAVORS THAT

commonly called Eliquid

US Food and Drug

Administration



EITHER SIMULATE THE TASTE OF TRADITIONAL
CIGARETTES, MENTHOL CIGARETTES, OR OTHER
NON-CIGARETTE FLAVORS SUCH AS CHERRY,
CHOCOLATE, COFFEE, OR VANILLA.

E-Cigarettes are a much more cost effective alternative to traditional

cigarettes. Because of increased regulations and taxes, cigarette prices have

skyrocketed to $15 a pack in some locations. -is can be a serious drain

on a smokers wallet.

-ose looking for a cheaper alternative have found it in E-cigarettes. A

single E-cigarette cartridge is the equivalent to a pack of cigarettes, but is

much less expensive. Some of the best E-Cigarettes are offered by V2

Cigs.

V2 Cigs lets the customer decide what method works best for them.

V2 Cigs also offer many varieties of Eliquid so you can customize your

V2 Cigs experience.

-ere are three varieties of traditional tobacco \avors (V2 Red - an



American tobacco Havor, Sahara - a Turkish tobacco Havor, and Congress - a

ReJned tobacco Havor), -ere are three varieties of menthol \avors

(Menthol - a refreshing mint \avor, Peppermint - a sweet mint \avor,

and Mint Tea - smooth and refreshing).

V2 Cigs also offer four specialty \avors (Cherry - a farm fresh taste,

Chocolate - a rich milk chocolate Bavor, Coffee - a coffee Bavor with

cream and sugar, and Vanilla - smooth and satisfying). -ese \avors

are also available in varying levels of nicotine from V2 Cigs, to further

customize your E-cigarette experience.

V2 Cigs sell a variety of E-cigarette kits that include everything you
need in one convenient and affordable bundle. Each kit includes a
variety of batteries, Havor cartridges, and chargers. Me V2 Cigs
Beginners Kit is one of the most affordable starter kits on the
market.

-e V2 Cigs Standard Kit is the essential E-Cig starter kit. -e V2 Cigs

Standard Plus Kit contains all of the essentials plus a bonus carrying case.

-e V2 Couples Kit contains two standard kits for a pair switching to



E-Cigs together.

Finally, the V2 Ultimate Kit is a big value with all the gadgets. It has

even more batteries and \avor cartridges as a well as metal carry case and

car charger adapter. V2 Cigs offers E-cigarette kits that are a great

product at a great price. Unlike other E-cigarette brands, V2 Cigs offer a

wide variety of accessories to even further customize your E-cigarette

experience.

V2 has everything from lanyards to help you avoid losing batteries, to

specialty adapters designed speciNcally for UK or EU wall outlets. One of

the most innovative accessories that V2 Cigs offers is a portable charging

case that can recharge an E-cigarette battery up to 8 times even when you

can‘t get to an outlet.

V2 CIGS ARE OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY

-ey use only their own designs, and all products are assembled at V2

Cigs certiNed assembly plants. Every Eliquid batch undergoes



comprehensive testing, and V2 Cigs provides a listing of all of their

ingredients online.

In fact, V2 Cigs is so committed to quality and transparency that you can

view testing results live on . In order to insure that their

\avor cartridges meet the high quality and consistency standards set by

V2 Cigs, cartridges are tested daily by V2 engineers.

V2 believe that their system will provide the most reliable and highest

quality E-cigarettes available, and back all of their electrical products with

a lifetime warranty. Electronic Cigarette Reviews felt that V2 Cigs are

among the best on the market.

Mey advised their readers that : “…if you are looking for a high
quality e-cigarette that can be customized to your liking and
requires zero maintenance, go with V2 Cigs.”

-e E-Cigarette rating site  agreed, stating that “ I

have complete conNdence when recommending V2 to family, friends,

their website

CigarettesBrands.com



and our readers because it is one of the few brands that truly caters to

consumers’ needs and offers a product that never sacriNces quality while

maintaining low costs.”

V2 Cigs offers many discounts as well. -e 

 to customers to help keep costs low. Electronic

cigarettes offer many advantages as an alternative to traditional cigarettes.

-ey avoid some of the major health and social drawbacks of traditional

cigarettes, they are less expensive than traditional cigarettes, and they

offer more variety in \avor and nicotine levels than traditional cigarettes.

V2 Cigs takes each of these advantages and takes them up another level

over other E-cigarette brands. V2 Cigs are among the safest on the

market because of their rigorous testing. V2 Cigs are among the least

expensive on the market because of their fantastic kit values and V2 Cigs

coupons.

Finally, V2 Cigs offer the most variety with their many \avor and

nicotine level combinations.

V2 cig coupons are

frequently offered



All these factors, plus the many  make V2

Cigs a great solution for someone looking for an affordable alternative to

traditional cigarettes.

discounts and V2 Cigs coupons

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE V2
SAVINGS!

-ere have been some that have wondered why there is a V2 coupon

simply because ecigs are already cheaper than traditional cigarettes. -e

answer to this is that you can save even more money than on tobacco

cigarettes by using this coupon.



Je coupon may also be used for any of the deliveries. A big advantage

for this on the deliveries is that if you need the products shipped to you

money can be saved. Just redeem your  and you will

receive a delivery discount. -e coupons may also be given to other

people that you know if you feel that you will not use them.

v2 vape voucher



Surprises for #V2 #Vapers Save Much More on #ECigs and
#VapePens from @V2Cigs readymag.com/jimovape/v2cigs
11:13 PM - 27 Mar 2016

    

Tomi Shaw 
@v2ecigcoupon

‘V2 Cigs Luxury Vaping’ by Jim Hugo Oliver | Readymag
V2Cigs has been a stand-out name in vaping and ecigs for a while
now - but this year, 2016, sees them at their very finest with the
readymag.com
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